Park Bid Tab
Company A
Cost

Terms

Warranty

Specification
compliance and
exceptions

$xxxxx

$yyyyy
Does not include trash receptacle mounting
hardware

50% down, 50% upon completion

Not clear, may be all upon completion, may be all
with order. Expect to be able to do 50% down,
50% upon completion

None stated

1 year for workmanship & materials, except for
the plastic coated bench slats, which is 5 years.

Nothing about this. Unsure if will comply with
specification requirements. Need to get clarity
before placing order

Nothing about this. Unsure if will comply with
specification requirements. Need to get clarity
before placing order

Appears to be plastic coated metal, either
diamond or perforated design. Tables are
Table type
incorrect shape, rectangular instead of square.
One not ADA design.
None offered, through catalog has "superior
Optional table type frame" tables. Also available square tables with
recycled plastic & 5 year warranty.

Bench type

Trash receptacle

Optional trash
receptacle

Bike rack

ADA ramps

Company B

Requested table type, cedar plastic recycle
planks, powder coated frame, square, one ADA.

None offered

All are 6 ft long, spec requires 6 at 8 ft, 3 at 6 ft Plastic coated vertical slats with aluminum frame.
and one at 4 ft. Appear to be plastic coated metal, Note that catalog has recycle plastic types that
either diamond or perforated design. Limited
match tables, except for the one greenbelt bench.
selection of 8 ft benches, though two 4 ft may be
Benches are surface mount only, require 2 insubstituted for an 8 ft.
ground mounted.

No description or picture provided

Recycled cedar planks to match tables, has
powder coated decorative rosettes around top.
Lid is flat and open to the rain instead of
specification steel dome with large flapper
opening. Hardware for in-ground mounting not
included.

None

None. Also rain bonnet (of questionable
usefulness) is available for the lid.

Galvanized instead of powder coated, length not Per specification, powder coated, approximately 9
ft long.
provided to confirm specification compliance.

Included.

Included.

